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Figure taken from the article “Slow fingerprints?” on page 34. It shows the time consumed to calculate the
SMILES (red rectangles), fingerprints (black crosses) and SSSR (blue triangles) for molecules with the given
number of cyclic bonds.
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Editorial
by Egon Willighagen and Christoph Steinbeck

Editorial

Welcome to the fourth issue of CDK News. The
statistics pages on SourceForge.net are back online,
and we can see again how often CDK News is down-
loaded. The previous issue was downloaded 227
times, indicating a large number of readers and a
large user base for the CDK project. And, the size of
the newsletter is still growing. While the first issue of
this year had 24 pages, this issue has 32 pages. When
starting the newsletter we aimed at 10-20 pages per
issue.

Enough statistics for now. More statistics can be
found elsewhere in this issue regarding three algo-
rithms in the CDK: SMILES generation, fingerprint
generation and finding the smallest-set-of-smallest-
rings. Algorithms are also discussed in two other ar-
ticles which start a series of articles on development
tools. Furthermore, the bridge between Octet and the
CDK is discussed, and python bindings to the CDK
by means of Jython is introduced. Also introduced is
the Blue Obelisk, a movement that encourages open
access to source and data in chemoinformatics. The
issue is completed with the regular Literature, FAQ
and ChangeLog and a communication about a pro-
teochemometrics program in development.

It is interesting to note that this issue starts at
page 25 so that page numbering within a volume
is successive. Realizing that this is a useful thing
and that CDK News was not using this in the first
volume, is a typical example of the learning process
the editorial team is going through. Setting up a
newsletter (small journal) from scratch is an inter-

esting project by itself. This issue is also the first
for which the articles are refereed by two editors, in-
stead of one in previous issues. It is our experience
that comments are often complementary and we are
happy with this switch, even though it requires more
work on our side.

As of this issue, CDK News will contain IUPAC
International Chemical Identifiers (InChI) whenever
individual molecules are mentioned or displayed.
The InChI will allows finding chemistry on the inter-
net much easier. PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/) is a large database that supports the
identifier, but Zinc (see Literature, page 52) has sup-
port planned too. This issue contains four identifiers.

Another change deals with the front page. As off
this issue, one graphic from one of the articles in the
issue will be shown on the front page. The most in-
teresting or graphically attractive figure will be cho-
sen. This time it is a graph with experimental timings
for a few key algorithms in the CDK.

A final remark. The next issue is scheduled for
mid October 2005. However, if enough articles get
submitted in time to release earlier, we do so: we pre-
fer a higher release frequency over more pages per
issue. Thus: the sooner you send in your article, the
better. September 1st may guide you as being the
deadline for the next issue. Submissions after that
date might make the issue, but likely not.

Egon Willighagen
Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands
e.willighagen@science.ru.nl
Christoph Steinbeck
Cologne University Bioinformatics Center CUBIC, Ger-
many
c.steinbeck@uni-koeln.de

Errata
In the previous issue Michael Schmuker’s article was
incorrectly cited in Literature: the title should have
stated Maxmin instead of Minmax, and the journal
in which the article was published is Molecular Di-

versity instead of Molecular Design.
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CDKTools: The CDK-Octet Bridge
This article introduces CDKTools and shows how
it enables the combined use of CDK and Octet.

Richard Apodaca

Introduction

Although the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK)
[1, 2] and Octet [3, 4] are similar in several re-
spects, they also differ in important ways. Because
of these differences, software based on one platform
is incompatible with software based on the other.
CDKTools is designed to solve this problem by en-
abling both Octet and CDK to be used interchange-
ably [5]. This article describes the most important as-
pects of CDKTools with illustrative code examples.

About Octet

Octet and CDK have a lot in common. At the
most basic level, both provide a set of solutions
to recurring molecular informatics problems. Both
pieces of software are written in Java, a language
that enjoys the often-cited advantages of platform-
independence, clean object-orientation, and numer-
ous powerful developer tools. Octet and CDK are
also both distributed free of charge under open
source licenses that allow developers significant free-
doms compared to closed source products.

Given these similarities, and the appearance of
this article in CDK News, a reasonable question is:
Why should a CDK developer consider using Octet
[6]?

Octet is designed to address three fundamental
molecular informatics problems: (1) the accurate rep-
resentation of molecular structures; (2) the consis-
tent interpretation of these representations; and (3)
the high-fidelity exchange of these representations
among loosely-coupled and heterogeneous software
systems.

What is it about these problems in particular that
justifies an entire software framework dedicated to
solving them? To answer this question, it is neces-
sary to first discuss the primary difference between
Octet and CDK.

Whereas CDK is a complete molecular informat-
ics toolkit in itself, Octet aims to become the enabling
component in a system of loosely-coupled molecu-
lar informatics software modules (Figure 1). Col-
lectively, these modules will provide a diverse ar-
ray of functionality in organic, organometallic, and
inorganic chemistry. Some areas of specialization
for these modules could include: molecular visu-
alization; database connectivity; QSAR/QSPR; per-
formance optimization; file format interpretation;

molecular mechanics; and atom typing. Some of
these modules will be written by members of the
Octet team; others will be written by third parties.
Regardless of who writes them, all modules will
need to work together seamlessly, and in most cases
without direct knowledge of each other.

Figure 1: Interactions among the modules discussed
in this article. Arrows indicate unilateral dependen-
cies.

Octet’s approach to molecular informatics offers
advantages to module developers and module users
alike. Module users can build highly-customized
molecular informatics systems with minimal pro-
gramming effort. Module developers, on the other
hand, benefit from the ease with which their code can
be re-used in novel contexts. Both module users and
developers benefit from a "pay-as-you-go" approach
to API complexity and code size.

A system composed of loosely-coupled compo-
nents will work properly only through a robust
medium of communication. In the Octet system, this
medium is molecular representation. For this rea-
son, one of Octet’s primary design goals is to provide
the capability to faithfully represent and consistently
process any molecule, regardless of its peculiarities.

Molecular representation is considered by many
to be a solved problem. After all, the connection ta-
ble in its many forms has been used successfully for
decades. CDK’s AtomContainer is essentially an en-
hanced connection table that can represent virtually
any organic molecule - or can it?

Despite the widespread use of connection table
representations, several molecule classes are prob-
lematic. The assumption underlying a connection ta-
ble is that bonding occurs between exactly two atoms
at a time. As a result, any molecule containing bonds
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distributed among more than two atoms will require
special treatment. For example, boron hydrides pos-
sess three-atom, two-electron sigma bonds that are
not adequately represented by connection table ap-
proaches. Delocalized ions such as the homotropy-
lium cation and many others also fall into this cat-
egory. Even the ubiquitous nitro group can not be
easily described by connection tables as the symmet-
rical species that it is.

Metallocenes and many other organometallics
represent a common molecular class for which con-
nection table representations insufficiently describe
bonding. The increasing use of metallocenes as de-
sign motifs in organic catalysts and pharmaceuticals
highlights the importance, within organic chemistry,
of accurately representing them [7, 8].

CDK does support the association of multiple
Atoms with a Bond. This support is provided by five
Bond methods: getElectronCount; getAtomCount;
getAtomAt; getAtomVector; setAtomAt; and
setAtoms. These methods are necessary, but not suf-
ficient by themselves, to support multi-atom bond-
ing. The problem is that the Bond class provides no
way to determine the connectivities of Atoms within
these multi-atom Bonds.

Consider a ferrocene molecule represented us-
ing an extended eleven-atom, eighteen-electron CDK
Bond. Although this extended Bond will contain
eleven Atoms, how should a third party, not know-
ing that this is ferrocene, determine the connectiv-
ity of these Atoms? Assuming that all Atoms are
connected to all other Atoms will not work; no-
body would suggest, for example, that the carbon
atoms on one ring are directly connected to the car-
bon atoms of the opposite ring. Because there is no
way to determine Atom connectivity within the ex-
tended Bond, there is also no way to assign bond
orders or other properties, such as atom valence,
that depend on them. Moreover, basic topologi-
cal features such as rings can not be detected. Per-
haps the problem could be solved by defining a con-
nectivity network consisting entirely of two-atom,
zero-order Bonds, but this approach raises other is-
sues. Users must remember to follow this conven-
tion, and clients must both understand this conven-
tion and remember to check for it. This workaround
will also fail if multiple extended Bonds appear in
the same Molecule. There is also the difficult ques-
tion of interpreting the meaning of such methods as
getOrder and getStereo when applied to extended
Bonds. Solving these problems would mean fun-
damentally changing CDK’s architecture, something
that may not be practical.

Difficulties in molecular representation do not
end with bonding. Stereochemistry is one of the least
standardized areas in molecular informatics. Most
systems, including CDK, employ a collection of chi-
ral templates. These templates, by their nature, are
limited to predefined arrangements such as tetrahe-

dral carbon or double bonds. Other forms of stere-
ochemistry such as the axial chirality of allenes and
biaryls, or the configuration of octahedral or square
planar metal complexes, can only be handled if a
template already exists. But what happens when
more exotic forms of stereochemistry such as the pla-
nar chirality of cyclophanes or metallocenes need to
be described? A system of chiral templates will work
well until a new form of stereochemistry is encoun-
tered, at which point it will not work at all.

A solution to the problems associated with ac-
curately representing bonding and stereochemistry
was proposed in 1995 by Dietz [9]. The Dietz spec-
ification provides a syntax that is rich enough to
represent any bonding arrangement and nearly ev-
ery form of stereochemistry. By regarding two-atom
bonding as a special case of multi-atom bonding,
the Dietz specification enables all bonding arrange-
ments to be represented in a uniform way. Stere-
ochemistry is divided into molecular conformation
and atomic configuration, with ligands considered
to lie in a "pencil of planes" distributed about rel-
evant axes. Remarkably, precise three dimensional
coordinates are not required and no chiral templates
are used. This enables the uniform representation of
nearly all forms of sterochemistry.

Octet implements the Dietz specification of bond-
ing and stereochemistry in its entirety. Apparently,
Octet remains the only system to have successfully
done so. At least one other system is similar in
its treatment of multi-atom bonding. The RAMSES
specification [10, 11], implemented in C++ as part
of the MOSES system [12], also considers two-atom
bonding to be a special case of multi-atom bonding,
but from a different perspective.

There are other important differences between
Octet and CDK. For example, nearly every Octet
class is an implementation of an Octet interface.
By pairing Java interfaces with default implementa-
tions, Octet ensures that third parties are free to reim-
plement as much functionality as they require with-
out the performance issues and other difficulties as-
sociated with extending a base class [13]. An added
benefit is that implementing an interface opens the
door to also extending a base class, something not
possible when base classes are used to define inter-
faces.

Octet’s extensive use and documentation of De-
sign Patterns also sets it apart [14, 15]. Design Pat-
terns are object-oriented solutions to recurring soft-
ware design problems. Properly applying Design
Patterns makes the jobs of designing, maintaining,
and understanding software a great deal easier.

Another feature that distinguishes Octet is its ex-
tensive use of immutable interfaces. Immutability
has the effect of making objects read-only, an enor-
mously useful property. This may not at first ap-
pear to be the case, but consider the many CDK
discussions that have revolved around the subject
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of Molecule cloning. Cloning is necessary because
the CDK Molecule class defines mutator methods,
such as addAtom. These mutators mean that clients
can never assume that a Molecule passed as a pa-
rameter to a method will exit in the same state as
when it entered. This introduces the need to "store"
Molecule state through cloning. Because Octet de-
fines no mutator methods in its Molecule interface,
there is never a need to clone an Octet Molecule.
This makes client code shorter, easier to debug, more
efficient, and more robust. The advantages of im-
mutability extend to other areas as well [16].

In summary, Octet offers capabilities that are
in many ways complementary to those of CDK.
Whereas Octet’s focus is on infrastructure, CDK’s
focus is on functionality. Of course, both solid
infrastructure and rich functionality are essential
in building high-quality molecular informatics soft-
ware. Readers interested in more details on Octet’s
design and implementation are encouraged to visit
the OctetSource website [4].

About CDKTools

The combined use of Octet and CDK will make sense
in several situations. From the perspective of a CDK
user, Octet will ultimately provide access to a ro-
bust system of loosely-coupled and diverse molecu-
lar informatics software components. From the per-
spective of an Octet user, CDK has already imple-
mented a large portion of the standard repertoire of
molecular informatics functionality. The purpose of
CDKTools is to give both sets of users access to the
complementary functionality they need.

CDKTools is an open source project hosted on
SourceForge with its own CVS and file release capa-
bilities [5]. Developers interested in contributing to
CDKTools are encouraged to do so.

About the Examples

A package containing the complete source code for
the examples contained in this article is available for
download from SourceForge [17]. This package also
includes an Ant build.xml script and all necessary
.jar files. These examples, and the following dis-
cussion, are based on CDKTools-0.4.2.

Building CDK Molecules with
Octet

Octet and CDK differ in their approach to the cre-
ation of molecular representations. Many of these
differences center around the concept of immutabil-
ity. In CDK, Molecules are mutable, whereas in
Octet they are immutable.

How can a molecular representation be created
if Molecules themselves are immutable? Octet’s ap-
proach involves factoring Molecule behavior and
Molecule creation into separate interfaces by apply-
ing the Builder Pattern.

Octet’s RepresentationBuilder interface defines
the methods needed by a builder of molecular
representation. The nature of the molecular rep-
resentation is left as an implementation detail.
Octet defines a RepresentationBuilder subinter-
face, MoleculeBuilder, that specifically builds Octet
Molecules. However, this is only one of many possi-
ble types of RepresentationBuilder.

CDKTools takes advantage of Representation-
Builder’s generality by defining an AtomContainer-
Builder. Its purpose, not surprisingly, is to build
CDK AtomContainers. The code fragment be-
low illustrates how AtomContainerBuilder enables
clients to build CDK Molecule representations using
the Octet API.

1 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
2 AtomContainerBuilder builder =
3 new AtomContainerBuilder();
4 org.openscience.cdk.
5 Molecule benzeneFromOctet =
6 new Molecule();
7
8 builder.startBuild(benzeneFromOctet);
9 net.sf.octet.util.TestMolecules.
10 buildKekuleBenzene(builder);
11 builder.endBuild();
12
13 org.openscience.cdk.
14 Molecule benzeneFromCDK =
15 MoleculeFactory.makeBenzene();
16
17 boolean result =
18 org.openscience.cdk.
19 UniversalIsomorphismTester.isIsomorph(
20 benzeneFromOctet,benzeneFromCDK
21 );
22
23 // prints "Result = true"
24 System.out.println("Result = " + result);

This example starts by instantiating an
AtomContainerBuilder and a CDK Molecule.
The AtomContainerBuilder is told which
AtomContainer it will work with, in this case
benzeneFromOctet, by invoking startBuild.
TestMolecules is an Octet class containing static
utility methods that are capable of directing any
RepresentationBuilder to build a preconfigured
molecular representation. On the next line, endBuild
notifies builder that its work on benzeneFromOctet
is done. Next, a CDK representation of benzene
is created using the CDK API. Finally, both CDK
Molecules, one created with the Octet API, and the
other created with the CDK API, are compared using
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CDK’s UniversalIsomorphismTester, and found to
be identical.

By using AtomContainerBuilder, clients
can create CDK Molecules using Octet’s
RepresentationBuilder API. Neither Octet nor
CDK are aware of this arrangement; the de-
tails are all tightly encapsulated within the
AtomContainerBuilder class. There are many ap-
plications for this type of functionality. For example,
consider the problem of writing file format parsers.
In combination with CDKTools, any file parser writ-
ten to the Octet API is also available, without modi-
fication, to CDK users.

Translator: Converting CDK
Molecules into Octet Molecules

AtomContainerBuilder gives access to CDK
Molecules built with Octet, but how can Octet
Molecules be built with CDK? The Translator
class provides one mechanism. Translator’s
method translate converts the information en-
coded by a CDK Molecule into instructions for a
RepresentationBuilder. This concept is illustrated
by the example below.

1 org.openscience.cdk.
2 Molecule benzeneCDK =
3 MoleculeFactory.makeBenzene();
4
5 net.sf.octet.molecule.
6 MoleculeBuilder molBuilder =
7 new net.sf.octet.molecule.
8 BasicMoleculeBuilder();
9
10 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
11 Translator.getInstance().translate(
12 benzeneCDK, molBuilder
13 );
14
15 net.sf.octet.molecule.
16 Molecule benzeneFromCDK =
17 molBuilder.releaseMolecule();
18
19 net.sf.octet.util.
20 TestMolecules.buildKekuleBenzene(
21 molBuilder
22 );
23
24 net.sf.octet.molecule.
25 Molecule benzeneFromOctet =
26 molBuilder.releaseMolecule();
27
28 boolean result =
29 net.sf.octet.util.
30 MoleculeKit.exactStructureMatch(
31 benzeneFromCDK, benzeneFromOctet
32 );

33
34 System.out.println("Result = " + result);

In the above example, a CDK Molecule is created
using the CDK API. A CDKTools Translator then
converts this representation into an Octet Molecule
representation. An Octet benzene Molecule is
then created using the Octet API. The two Octet
Molecules so created are then compared in the ex-
act structure sense using the Octet API, and found to
be equivalent.

By enabling a valid Octet Molecule to be
built from a CDK Molecule template, Translator
offers one method to take advantage of CDK’s
Molecule creation capabilities. A more conve-
nient way to accomplish the same result would
be for CDKTools to define a CDK Molecule sub-
class that delegates its mutator methods to an Octet
RepresentationBuilder. In this way, Octet clients
could directly use any CDK file parser, without the
need to first generate a CDK representation. Fu-
ture versions of CDKTools may support this ap-
proach. To do so effectively, CDKTools will re-
quire that CDK i/o classes support the use of client-
supplied Molecules, rather than instantiating them
internally. Such support has been recently added
to CDK’s MDLReader. To extend this capability,
CDKTools provides a modified version of the CDK
SmilesParser (net.sf.cdktools.io.SmilesParser) with
a parseSmiles method that accepts a CDK Molecule
as an argument.

AdapterMolecule: A Hybrid Octet-
CDK Molecule

In many situations it will be convenient to pass the
same Molecule as an argument to either Octet or
CDK without a prior conversion step. CDKTools
provides this capability through AdapterMolecule.
AdapterMolecule takes advantage of Java’s support
for multiple inheritance by simultaneously inher-
iting CDK’s Molecule implementation and Octet’s
Molecule interface. The following example illus-
trates a simple use of this duality. The output from
this example appears in Figure 2.

1 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
2 AdapterMolecule adapter =
3 new AdapterMolecule();
4
5 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
6 AtomContainerBuilder builder =
7 new net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
8 AtomContainerBuilder();
9
10 net.sf.octet.io.
11 SimpleSmilesReader reader =
12 new SimpleSmilesReader();
13
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14 builder.startBuild(adapter);
15
16 reader.read(
17 builder, "CS(=O)(=O)C3=CC=C(C2=C(
18 C1=CC=CC=C1)C(=O)OC2)C=C3"
20 );
21
22 builder.endBuild();
23
24 org.openscience.cdk.layout.
25 StructureDiagramGenerator layout =
26 new StructureDiagramGenerator(adapter);
27
28 try {
29 layout.generateCoordinates();
30 } catch (Exception e) {
31 e.printStackTrace();
32 }
33
34 net.sf.structure.util.
35 BasicCoordinates coords =
36 new BasicCoordinates(
37 adapter.countAtoms()
38 );
39
40 for (int i = 0;
41 i < adapter.countAtoms(); i++) {
42 org.openscience.cdk.
43 Atom atom = adapter.getAtomAt(i);
44
45 coords.move(
46 i, atom.getX2d(), atom.getY2d()
47 );
48 }
49
50 net.sf.structure.model.
51 BasicStructure structure =
52 new BasicStructure(adapter, coords);
53
54 net.sf.structure.app.
55 StructureViewer viewer =
56 new StructureViewer(structure);

This more involved example uses the two-
dimensional molecular rendering framework "Struc-
ture" that is designed to work with Octet [18]. In
the example above, a SMILES string representing the
COX-2 inhibitor rofecoxib is parsed by Octet to give
an AdapterMolecule. Two-dimensional atom coor-
dinates are generated for this representation, with-
out conversion, by CDK. The resulting coordinates
are then used by Structure to render the result in a
window. Structure is still undergoing low-level de-
velopment, so the quality of its visual presentation is
currently limited.

Figure 2: A StructureViewer, part of the Structure
two-dimensional rendering framework [18], display-
ing the AdapterMolecule refecoxib [19] with coordi-
nates generated by CDK.

As another example of how AdapterMolecule
can be used freely from within both Octet and
CDK, consider the example below. Here, the Octet
API is used to process a molfile containing a rep-
resentation of omeprazole. Next, the Octet API
is used to find the substructure matching pyri-
dine. The CDK Bonds found in this match are
added to a CDK AtomContainer, which is then
passed to the setSelectedPart method of a CDK
Renderer2DModel. A CDK Molecule2DViewer is
constructed from the CDK Renderer2DModel and
the AdapterMolecule. The resulting graphical pre-
sentation highlights the pyridine ring in red. The
output from this example is displayed in Figure 3.

1 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
2 AdapterMolecule adapter =
3 new AdapterMolecule();
4 net.sf.cdktools.molecule.
5 AtomContainerBuilder builder =
6 new AtomContainerBuilder();
7 net.sf.octet.io.
8 MolfileReader molfileReader =
9 new MolfileReader();
10
11 builder.startBuild(adapter);
12
13 try {
15 java.io.FileReader fileReader =
16 new FileReader("../data/omeprazole.mol");
17
18 molfileReader.read(builder, fileReader);
19 fileReader.close();
20 } catch (java.io.IOException e) {
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21 e.printStackTrace();
22 }
23
24 builder.endBuild();
25
26 for (int i = 0;
27 i < adapter.getAtomCount(); i++)
28 {
29 org.openscience.cdk.
30 Atom atom = adpter.getAtomAt(i);
31
32 atom.setX2d(molfileReader.getX(i));
33 atom.setY2d(molfileReader.getY(i));
34 }
35
36 org.openscience.cdk.applications.swing.
37 Renderer2DModel renderModel =
38 new Renderer2DModel();
39 net.sf.octet.query.
40 BasicMoleculeQueryBuilder queryBuilder =
41 new BasicMoleculeQueryBuilder(
42 new net.sf.octet.query.
43 SubstructureQueryStrategy()
44 );
45
46 net.sf.octet.util.
47 TestMolecules.buildAromaticPyridine(
48 queryBuilder
49 );
50
51 net.sf.octet.query.
52 MoleculeQuery query =
53 queryBuilder.releaseQuery();
54 net.sf.octet.collection.
55 AtomGraphCollection
56 matches = query.getMatches(adapter);
57 org.openscience.cdk.
58 AtomContainer selected =
59 new AtomContainer();
60
61 for (int i = 0;
62 i < matches.countAtomGraphs(); i++)
63 {
64 net.sf.octet.graph.
65 AtomGraph match =
66 matches.getAtomGraph(i);
67
68 for (int j = 0;
69 j < match.countAtomPairs(); j++)
70 {
71 net.sf.octet.graph.
72 AtomPair pair = match.getAtomPair(j);
73 int source =
74 adapter.getAtomIndex(pair.getSource());
75 int target =
76 adapter.getAtomIndex(pair.getTarget());
77 org.openscience.cdk.
78 Bond bond = adapter.getBond(
79 adapter.getAtomAt(source),

80 adapter.getAtomAt(target)
81 );
82
83 selected.addBond(bond);
84 }
85 }
86
87 renderModel.setHighlightColor(
88 java.awt.Color.RED
89 );
90 renderModel.setSelectedPart(selected);
91
92 org.openscience.cdk.applications.swing.
93 MoleculeViewer2D viewer = new
94 MoleculeViewer2D(adapter, renderModel);
95
96 viewer.display();

Figure 3: CDK’s MoleculeViewer2D rendering the
AdapterMolecule omeprazole [20]. The pyridine
ring has been highlighted in red through a substruc-
ture search using an Octet MoleculeQuery.

Limitations

Although many uses for existing CDKTools function-
ality can be envisioned, the software itself is still in
early phase development. Due to certain differences
between the Octet system and CDK, some features
expected by either Octet or CDK users may not be
available in standard form through CDKTools.

To support both the mutability of CDK
Molecules and the immutability of Octet Molecules,
the CDKTools AdapterMolecule class introduces a
locking mechanism. The first invocation of an Octet
Molecule interface method will trigger an internal
locking event that will prevent further modification
of the AdapterMolecule through the CDK API. This
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locking event will only be triggered after the first
use of the Octet API; CDK clients may read and
write the state of an AdapterMolecule indefinitely,
provided that no Octet Molecule methods are used
first. Although the locking mechanism may limit
AdapterMolecule in certain very unusual circum-
stances, the majority of uses will be unaffected.

The divergent bonding models in Octet and CDK
have resulted in some trade-offs for CDKTools. In
Octet, bonding arrangements and electron counts
are completely specified during Molecule creation;
bond orders and formal charges then are derived
from this specification. In CDK, bond orders and for-
mal charges are specified as an integral part of the
Molecule creation process. AdapterMolecule has
limited support for recognizing fractional CDK bond
orders. Currently, CDKTools interprets a bond order
of 1.5 as aromatic bonding, if appropriate. This type
of bonding produces an Octet Molecule that will
contain a BondingSystem comprised of six atoms
and six electrons. Similarly, the use of multi-atom
BondingSystems with AtomContainerBuilder will
give rise to a CDK Molecule that contains fractional
bond orders.

Neither AdapterMolecule nor AtomContainer-
Builder support stereochemistry. Attempt-
ing to specify stereochemistry through the
AtomContainerBuilder API results in an
UnsupportedOperationException being thrown.
Likewise, specifying stereochemistry through the
CDK Molecule API has no effect on the Octet side of
an AdapterMolecule. The best ways to implement
stereochemistry support in CDKTools are currently
being evaluated.

Conclusions

CDKTools enables Octet and CDK, within certain
limits, to be used interchangeably. This interoper-
ability should encourage collaboration between de-
velopers who use one framework or the other rou-
tinely. It also provides a mechanism whereby capa-
bilities not present in one framework can be conve-
niently imported into the other. There will no doubt
be many interesting possibilities for synergy between
Octet and CDK as both frameworks, and CDKTools,
continue to evolve.

Richard Apodaca
La Jolla, California, USA
rapodaca@octetsource.net
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Slow fingerprints?
The slow performance of the class
cdk.fingerprint.Fingerprinter with certain mole-
cules has recently been discussed on the cdk-users
mailing list. This article describes how the source
of this problem was identified and provides a
viable workaround.

Nina Nikolova-Jeliazkova

Although it seems trivial to generate finger-
prints and SMILES using the CDK classes
cdk.fingerprint.Fingerprinter and SmilesGenerator,
it is not. A test with many diverse molecules (3D
NCI dataset, downloadable from http://cactus.
nci.nih.gov/ncidb2/download.html) reveals that
the generation time for some compounds is too long.
There are many molecules in this dataset for which
the generation could take several minutes per com-
pound and even a few for which a SMILES genera-
tion can run for two days.

Examinations of the CDK source code reveal that
the slow part is the cdk.ringsearch.AllRingsFinder
class, which is used by HueckelAromaticityDetector
and therefore by SMILES and fingerprint generation
and 2D layout classes.

Finding all rings in a graph is known to be
a hard problem, and it is not surprising that
cdk.ringsearch.AllRingsFinder class (implementa-
tion of the Hanser algorithm [1]) may take quite a
long time before returning results in some cases (es-
pecially with compounds with several fused rings),
regardless of the algorithm coding efficiency.

Recently, there was a question in the CDK mail-
ing list about the possible test to identify slow fin-
gerprints and I hope the findings below could help
the community to find a workaround or a better so-
lution.

The 463426 compounds have been imported in a
MySQL database from the NCI dataset and the first
five (ChemBank, ChemPDB, KEGG Ligand, Anti-
HIV NCI, Drug-likeness NCI subset) of the datasets
available at http://Ligand.info. SMILES, finger-

prints and Smallest Set of Smallest Rings (SSSR) are
generated while keeping track of the time necessary
for the generation. The time recorded reflects only
the generation; the time to read the compound and
to write the result is intentionally not included. The
class cdk.ringsearch.SSSRFinder finds the Smallest
Set of Smallest Rings and does not depend on the
slow cdk.ringsearch.AllRingsFinder. It provides a
possible alternative if just a set of rings is sufficient
instead of all possible rings.

Figure 1: Jmol rendering of 16,17-bis((9,10-dioxo-
9,10-dihydro-1-anthracenyl)amino)anthra[9,1,2-
cde]benzo[rst]pentaphene-5,10-dione, NSC No.
23128.

SMILES

The SMILES generation performance was calculated
with this code:

SmilesGenerator gen = new SmilesGenerator();

long timeElapsed = System.currentTimeMillis();

String smiles = gen.createSMILES((Molecule)ac);

timeElapsed = System.currentTimeMillis()

- timeElapsed;

For most (95%) compounds less than 50 ms are
necessary to generate a SMILES. But it took 2.8 hours
to generate the SMILES of the compound NSC num-
ber 23128 (Figure 1). The SMILES generated is :
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O=C1c15ccccc15(C(=O)c2c(cccc12)Nc7cc10c14ccccc14

(C(=O)c9ccc8c11ccc12C(=O)c3ccccc3c13cc(Nc4cccc5C

(=O)c6ccccc6(C(=O)c45))c(c7c8c910)c11c1213))

SSSR
The SSSR calculation performance was calculated
with this code:

long timeElapsed = System.currentTimeMillis();

SSSRFinder sssrf = new SSSRFinder(mol);

int[] rings = sssrf.getSSSRWeightVector();

timeElapsed = System.currentTimeMillis()

- timeElapsed;

These statistics are summarized in Table 3 and in
Figures 2 and 3.

Table 1: Time to generate SMILES (compounds with number of
cyclic bonds <= 150)

Time Number of Weight #Bonds #Cyclic Bonds #Heavy Atoms
(min-mean-max),ms compounds (max) (min-max) (min-max) (min-mean-max)
0 -0 -10 183296 1544 0 -72 0 -36 1 -16 -74
10 -16 -20 159376 1427 0 -82 0 -50 2 -21 -86
20 -35 -50 39090 2114 0 -150 0 -60 2 -30 -150
50 -73 -100 8691 1495 4 -111 0 -66 5 -37 -108
100 -137 -200 4034 2474 0 -180 0 -68 1 -44 -180
200 -298 -500 2657 2994 0 -206 0 -80 2 -53 -210
500 -683 -1000 789 2994 4 -206 0 -108 5 -62 -210
1000 -1427 -2000 445 2061 12 -168 0 -116 12 -70 -150
2000 -2429 -3000 154 2839 27 -204 0 -74 27 -78 -194
3000 -3868 -5000 142 2562 18 -154 5 -76 18 -78 -147
5000 -5432 -6000 50 1962 33 -144 12 -68 30 -80 -140
6000 -6531 -7000 34 2813 20 -168 12 -68 18 -82 -161
7000 -7609 -8000 16 2241 41 -148 6 -67 32 -84 -146
8000 -8409 -9000 20 2753 58 -168 6 -69 50 -107 -163
9000 -9400 -10000 7 2233 66 -156 24 -69 57 -105 -153
10000 -11018 -12000 23 2215 56 -166 12 -70 46 -82 -158
12000 -15008 -18000 72 2869 60 -204 17 -72 52 -85 -202
18000 -21129 -24000 40 3094 53 -217 17 -74 43 -87 -214
24000 -26547 -30000 13 3678 66 -252 6 -70 53 -113 -251
30000 -39668 -60000 51 3429 29 -243 16 -90 27 -86 -239
60000 -83680 -120000 38 3900 60 -276 12 -114 49 -86 -271
120000 -188027 -240000 20 3360 52 -234 50 -84 41 -70 -222
240000 -348898 -480000 18 2676 52 -385 12 -116 41 -103 -384
480000 -2568881 -10254015 23 2061 62 -161 56 -134 50 -77 -140
10254015 1 898 84 -84 74 -74 70 -70 -70
Actual time spent, hours = 26.64 Total number of compounds = 399100

Table 2: Time to generate a SSSR in milliseconds (all compounds).

# of
Time # Ring Ring Ring # # # # atoms,
(min- Number of Rings size size size Bonds Bonds Cyclic Cyclic connected
mean- compounds (avg) (min) (max) (avg) (min) (max) Bonds Bonds to more
max) (min) (max) than 4
,ms atoms
0-0-10 396936 2 0 54 6 0 260 0 136 8
10-16-20 39325 3 0 54 6 0 276 0 224 12
20-39-50 1000 4 0 35 7 4 385 0 165 24
50-91-313 143 5 0 26 7 10 247 0 208 24
313-313- 1 3 6 6 6 37 37 18 18 0
Actual time spent, hours = 0.19 Total number of compounds = 437405
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Table 3: Average time to generate SMILES and SSSR vs the num-
ber of cyclic bonds in a compound.

# # # # SMILES SMILES SMILES SMILES Number of SSSR
Cyclic Rings, Rings, Rings, Min Max Average Std. compounds Average
Bonds min max average time,ms time,ms time,ms dev.,ms time,ms
0 0 0 0 0 2703 7 37.92 33656 1
3 1 1 1 0 219 4 11.75 1121 1
4 1 1 1 0 359 4 21.07 605 1
5 1 2 1 0 3110 7 67.44 12310 1
6 1 2 1 0 29234 8 124.35 76442 1
7 1 3 1 0 141 4 12.05 958 1
8 1 2 2 0 485 5 14.85 2424 1
9 1 5 2 0 547 5 12.89 3795 1
10 1 4 2 0 4125 8 57.31 19808 1
11 1 4 2 0 4063 9 55.32 34821 1
12 1 7 2 0 262859 19 1057.89 66118 1
13 1 5 3 0 109 7 8.98 1798 1
14 1 5 3 0 110 8 9.41 3503 1
15 1 5 3 0 25000 12 209.86 14314 1
16 1 6 3 0 31937 15 212.76 25867 2
17 1 6 3 0 24500 21 286.38 23620 2
18 1 6 3 0 44203 24 334.27 17526 2
19 1 6 4 0 110 14 10.58 2824 2
20 1 6 4 0 750 15 17.74 10403 2
21 1 7 4 0 688 20 18.06 8900 2
22 1 7 4 0 5718 27 63.14 9487 2
23 1 7 4 0 32141 44 518.04 5354 2
24 1 10 4 0 24313 55 359.21 5444 3
25 2 7 5 0 2297 29 51.92 2161 3
26 1 9 5 0 750 39 35.12 2391 3
27 2 9 5 0 2391 57 94.28 1786 3
28 1 8 5 0 5593 76 176.84 1954 3
29 2 8 5 0 1437 80 79.07 1125 4
30 2 8 6 0 17000 111 447.54 1542 4
31 3 7 6 15 985 101 84 545 4
32 1 9 6 0 9141 155 305.1 1058 5
33 1 9 6 0 1984 194 214.53 675 5
34 2 9 6 0 1891 194 155.57 891 3
35 3 9 6 15 1500 253 192.41 343 4
36 1 12 6 0 78141 391 2939.78 737 5
37 2 9 7 15 1953 283 242.94 175 5
38 3 10 7 16 5141 494 651.08 270 6
39 2 9 6 16 2750 515 479.61 204 6
40 3 9 7 15 9875 650 971.92 266 5
41 2 10 8 31 7968 590 1010.1 82 5
42 5 10 7 15 22719 808 1816.02 305 5
43 4 9 7 63 4812 1015 1221.45 48 8
44 2 12 8 31 47781 1527 3565.09 255 5
45 3 10 8 47 5890 764 1027.66 136 7
46 3 11 8 32 27766 2184 3951.62 134 6
47 7 10 9 47 22078 2925 5958.17 40 5
48 5 12 8 15 35093 3337 5872.28 136 6
49 5 10 9 282 31453 8578 10403.33 24 5
50 4 12 9 16 179219 9211 23505.47 64 6
51 4 12 9 328 83782 7069 16120.31 32 8
52 6 12 10 47 245656 41094 71259.58 83 8
53 6 13 10 78 465250 43691 123882.34 24 3
54 7 13 10 141 197547 16294 26820.49 89 5
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ctd. # # # # SMILES SMILES SMILES SMILES Number of SSSR
Cyclic Rings, Rings, Rings, Min Max Average Std. compounds Average
Bonds min max average time,ms time,ms time,ms dev.,ms time,ms
55 7 12 10 453 204687 29377 53219.22 14 9
56 5 12 9 63 928906 18557 86161.09 118 9
57 6 11 10 500 48313 11227 17086.29 11 6
58 6 13 10 62 2077343 89947 315659.55 47 5
59 7 12 10 265 245485 52415 96626.98 5 6
60 5 14 11 47 286234 21971 58012.88 25 12
61 3 13 10 1781 1305063 175529 427098.1 8 12
62 9 15 11 156 3584078 600337 1149481.36 29 9
63 10 13 12 1078 2733672 808575 1207073.62 10 6
64 2 14 10 63 1743672 137912 416433.79 18 11
65 9 14 12 719 6339844 924857 2210907.39 7 11
66 8 13 11 78 33250 5221 7125.42 23 13
67 9 13 11 6219 104610 34852 40660.75 4 23
68 7 14 11 157 531562 122246 174130.31 29 13
69 10 13 11 563 9141 5897 3560.14 5 9
70 9 14 12 1875 32047 12553 10138.28 10 6
71 12 12 12 265 265 265 0 1 16
72 6 13 12 250 349016 24249 74117.56 33 10
73 11 13 12 2656 40500 20927 15477.15 3 5
74 9 15 12 312 10254015 1142771 3221318.08 9 7
75 15 15 15 45078 45078 45078 0 1 0
76 13 16 15 1547 1237938 618356 615153.88 4 4
80 13 16 15 281 69094 34688 34406.5 2 8
84 13 13 13 124422 124422 124422 0 1 15
90 15 17 16 31344 6465922 3248633 3217289 2 8
100 17 17 17 87969 87969 87969 0 1 15
105 22 22 22 1485 1485 1485 0 1 16
108 9 9 9 594 594 594 0 1 0
114 13 13 13 76328 76328 76328 0 1 15
116 21 21 21 1015 316187 158601 157586 2 16
129 15 15 15 5313172 5313172 5313172 0 1 16
134 23 23 23 3051906 3079000 3065453 13547 2 16

Figure 2: Number of cyclic bonds vs. average time to
generate SMILES (rectangles), fingerprints (crosses)
and SSSR (triangles). Note the time axis is in loga-
rithmic scale.

Figure 3: Number of rings vs. average time to gen-
erate SMILES (rectangles), fingerprints (crosses) and
SSSR (triangles). Note the time axis is in logarithmic
scale.
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Discussion

The obvious conclusion is that the time to gener-
ate SMILES depends exponentially on the complex-
ity of the ring system (characterised in this study by
the number of cyclic bonds or the smallest number
of rings). Note that most complex compounds (one
with number of cyclic bonds more than 150 are not
included into the SMILES statistics. On the other
hand, the Smallest Set of Smallest Rings procedure is
very fast (as expected) and does not exceed 25 ms for
the most complex compound evaluated. Times may
differ according to particular configuration (statistics
reported are generated on 2.8GHz Intel Pentium pro-
cessor with 256MB RAM, Windows XP).

The exponential trend seems to be violated by
a few compounds with large number of cyclic
bonds but small time to generate SMILES. A further
examination revealed that these are disconnected
compounds, consisting of several small molecules.
Therefore, the trend is not violated since this is just
a question of database cleaning and out of scope of
this analysis.

Based on the analysis above, a heuristic test to se-
lect only "fast" fingerprints and SMILES was devel-
oped. The test is based on the calculation of the span-
ning tree of a graph [2]. A spanning tree of a graph
is a subgraph that contains all the vertices but only
enough of the edges to form a tree. If we add any
of the remaining edges to the tree, it must form a cy-
cle (because there is already a path between the two
vertices that it connects). Also, if a connected graph
has E edges (bonds) and V vertices (atoms), then
the smallest number of cycles is E-(V-1). Algorithms
for building spanning trees (and minimum spanning
trees - MST 1 ) are fast and have applications in
many areas. There is a spanning tree implementa-
tion inside createMinimumCycleBasis() method in
class cdk.ringsearch.cyclebasis.SimpleCycleBasis,
which uses the JGraphT library[3]. However, there
was no dedicated class to calculate a spanning tree
in CDK at the time of this study. For this reason the
Kruskal algorithm [4] for finding the MST was im-
plemented, which uses only CDK classes. It is not
yet tested whether this or the JGraphT implementa-
tion is faster.

1. Calculate the spanning tree of the molecule by
a preferred algorithm.

2. Identify the number of cyclic bonds.

(a) Find cycles which are formed by adding
each of the remaining edges to the tree.
This results in the smallest set of cycles
(not necessarily the smallest cycles).

(b) Count the number of bonds which belong
to at least one cycle. This gives the num-
ber of cyclic bonds.

3. Identify the maximum bonds per atom.

4. Calling cdk.ringsearch.AllRingsFinder is safe
for compounds with the number of cyclic
bonds less than about 37 (this is the heuris-
tic!) and maximum bonds per atom is no more
than 4.

Since this is a heuristic, some "fast" structures
could be missed, and some will take more time than
the average. However, the heuristic provides a pos-
sible workaround.

The number of cyclic bonds is used as a mea-
sure of the complexity of ring system and may be re-
placed by the smallest number of rings as calculated
by SSSR and a suitable threshold.

Fingerprint

To make use of the rule, 1024 bit fingerprints are gen-
erated for 361236 (out of 437405) compounds, filtered
according to the following conditions:

• Number of cyclic bonds <= 40

• An atom has no more than 4 bonds

The fingerprinting performance was calculated
with this code:

long timeElapsed = System.
currentTimeMillis();

BitSet bs = Fingerprinter.
getFingerprint(molecule,1024);

timeElapsed = System.currentTimeMillis()
- timeElapsed;

Table 4 shows that the vast majority (98%) of the
fingerprints are calculated in less than 50 ms and it
took less than hour and a half for all 361236 com-
pounds (compare with the 26.6 hours necessary to
calculate SMILES for 399100 compounds with less
than 150 cyclic bonds, Table 1). It took 18 seconds
to generate a fingerprint for most the complex com-
pound within this set (Figure 4).

1The minimum spanning tree describes the way to connect a set of points using the smallest total length (weight) of the links between
the points. Spanning tree algorithms are core of network routing protocols and are implemented in hardware and software of nowadays
switches and routers that make Internet work.
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Figure 4: Structure diagram of compound CASRN
17051-82-0, NSC No. 34243 [5].

For comparison, the average time to generate a
fingerprint vs. the number of cyclic bonds and the
smallest number of rings is plotted on the same
graph as SMILES and SSSR timings (Figures 2 and
3).

Min Max Mean # Mol # # #
time, Time, Time, Number of Weight Bonds Bonds # Cyclic Cyclic
ms ms ms compounds (max) (min) (max) Bonds (min) Bonds

(max)
0 10 0 212080 1544 0 87 0 40
10 20 16 117505 2114 2 150 0 40
20 50 37 23747 2994 5 206 0 40
50 100 72 5211 3356 4 238 0 40
100 200 136 1918 3678 7 385 0 40
200 500 286 727 3900 7 276 0 40
500 1000 672 169 1334 11 94 0 40
1000 2000 1433 82 1267 13 96 4 40
2000 3000 2411 41 694 15 58 5 40
3000 5000 3654 33 630 10 41 6 12
5000 6000 5406 2 400 22 26 6 6
6000 7000 6427 3 447 23 29 6 12
7000 8000 7477 2 300 18 23 12 12
8000 9000 8828 1 350 26 26 12 12
9000 18953 13602 4 396 9 30 6 12
18953 18953 1 482 38 38 24 24
Actual time, hours =1.15 Total number of compounds = 361526

Table 4: Time to generate a Fingerprint in milliseconds.

Conclusions

Aromaticity detection in CDK is implemented
by HueckelAromaticityDetector which relies on
cdk.ringsearch.AllRingsFinder to find all rings in a
molecule. The time necessary to find all rings grows
exponentially with the complexity of ring systems
and thus affects the time to generate SMILES, finger-
prints and 2D layouts.

The heuristic renders possible to filter out com-
pounds which are expected to have a very long
fingerprint or SMILES generation time. Obvi-
ously, filtering is not a solution if all the com-
pounds in a database have to be processed. Cor-
rect SMILES generation is impossible without aro-
maticity detection but such an implementation of
cdk.fingerprint.Fingerprinter is viable.

Alternatively, a pure programming solution is to

have a flag inside the AllRingsFinder code, so that
if it is called within a thread, one just kills the thread
if the allowed time is exhausted. This or a variant
of the Smallest Set of Smallest Rings (SSSR) seems a
suitable solution for interactive purposes, like gener-
ating structure diagrams (2D layouts).

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Nina Nikolova-Jeliazkova
Institute for Parallel Processing
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
nina@acad.bg
http: // luna. acad. bg/ nina
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Accessing the CDK using Python
An introduction to using the Java implementation
of Python, Jython, to access the CDK.

Noel M. O’Boyle

Why Python?

The CDK is a Java framework which provides com-
mon chemistry-related functions to developers of
software. For developers who program in Java, the
library is easily accessed. However, although Java is
an ideal language for large-scale applications, other
languages such as Python and Perl are more suited
to interactive testing and rapid code development.
Furthermore, scientists working in the fields of bioin-
formatics and cheminformatics frequently have more
experience programming with Python or Perl, since
these languages excel in the rapid translation of ideas
to short scripts (see for example, [1] and [2]).

Perl and Python are often compared, but only
Python will be discussed in this article; a usable im-
plementation of Perl in Java does not yet exist [3] (for
alternative approaches in Perl see [4] and [5]). Fortu-
nately, a Java implementation of Python does exist,
called Jython [6] (for an alternative approach see [7]).
The original C implementation of Python by Guido
van Rossum is sometimes referred to as CPython, to
distinguish it from Jython, which was initially devel-
oped by Jim Hugunin as JPython.

From the point of view of the Python program-
mer, Jython is almost identical to CPython. CPython
code is likely to run unmodified in Jython unless
it uses the latest CPython libraries (Jython develop-
ment lags slightly behind). But where Jython excels
is in its ability to seamlessly import and use Java li-
braries as if they were Python packages. In other
words, Jython allows Java libraries such as the CDK
to be easily used by Python programmers without
the need to write a line of Java code. However it
helps to have some familiarity with Java, as often the
only documentation available for Java libraries is the
API JavaDoc documentation.

Jython should also be of interest to Java program-
mers who want to test some ideas, or write some
quick code, without the need to write a complete

Java program, compile it and execute it. Python is an
interactive interpreted language, which means that
code can be executed line by line as you enter it,
thus enabling the programmer to test and debug his
Java code interactively. Python, like Java, is strongly
object-orientated, which makes translation of code
between Java and Python very straightforward. Fur-
thermore, Python is a less verbose language than
Java, and as a result, a few lines of code can accom-
plish a lot in Python. For more information, see [8].

Installing Jython

Jython requires a Java development kit, preferably
JDK1.5 (available from [9]). Once Java is installed,
download ‘jython-21.class’ or newer from [6], and run
it as a normal Java class (’java jython-21’; make
sure that the CLASSPATH includes ’.’). A GUI will help
to install Jython (the defaults should be fine). In or-
der to import Java libraries, the CLASSPATH environ-
ment variable should include all the jar files used by
your programs (for the examples below, the latest
CDK jar and, in the case of the second example, ad-
ditionally the latest Jmol jar). If you use Jython inter-
actively in Linux, you should follow Mark Asbach’s
instructions [10] to add basic command-line editing
abilities (as available with CPython).

Examples

1. Calculation of descriptor values

A standard procedure in cheminformatics is the cal-
culation of descriptor values for each molecule in
a multi-structure MDL (SD) file. The programs pre-
sented here (available as supplementary material
[11]) calculate values for the three BCUT descrip-
tors currently implemented in the QSAR package of
the CDK. These descriptors are the Burden-modified
eigenvalues, weighted using the atomic weight, par-
tial charge and polarisability, respectively. The de-
fault is for the two highest and two lowest eigen-
values to be returned for each descriptor (that is, 12
values in total). Here, we will set the parameters of
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the descriptor to return only the highest and lowest
eigenvalue, and these 6 values are written to stan-
dard output in tab-separated format.

Implementation in Java

The following implementation is based on the exam-
ple code of Rajarshi Guha [12].

import org.openscience.cdk.*;
import org.openscience.cdk.qsar.*;
import org.openscience.cdk.io.iterator.
IteratingMDLReader;
import org.openscience.cdk.exception.
CDKException;
import org.openscience.cdk.qsar.result.*;

import java.io.*;

class calculateBCUT {
public static void main(String[] args)
throws CDKException {
FileReader sdfile=null;
try {
sdfile=new FileReader(new File(args[0]));
}
catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.err.println("File not found: " +
args[0]);
System.exit(1);
}
catch (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException e) {
System.err.println("You need to give" +
"the name of an .sd file");
System.exit(1);
}

Descriptor bcut=new BCUTDescriptor();
bcut.setParameters(new Object[] {1,1});
IteratingMDLReader myiter=new
IteratingMDLReader(sdfile);
Molecule mol=null;

while (myiter.hasNext()) {
mol=(Molecule)myiter.next();
DoubleArrayResult BCUTvalue=
(DoubleArrayResult) bcut.calculate(mol)
.getValue();
System.out.print(BCUTvalue.get(0));
for (int i=1; i<6; i++) {
System.out.print("\t"+BCUTvalue.get(i));
}
System.out.print("\n");
}
}
}

Implementation in Jython

from org.openscience.cdk import *

from org.openscience.cdk.qsar import *
from org.openscience.cdk.io.iterator \
import IteratingMDLReader

from java.io import InputStreamReader

import sys

try:
sdfile=open(sys.argv[1],"r")

except (IOError,IndexError):
print "You need to give the name of an \

existing .sd file"
sys.exit(1)

bcut=BCUTDescriptor()
bcut.setParameters([1,1])
for mol in IteratingMDLReader( \
InputStreamReader(sdfile)):
BCUTvalue=bcut.calculate(mol).getValue()
# Create list of values in BCUTvalue
BCUTlist=[str(BCUTvalue.get(i)) \
for i in range(6)]

# Concatenate BCUTlist around tabs
print "\t".join(BCUTlist)

Points to note

The correspondence between the Java and Jython
code is quite clear although there are some differ-
ences, mainly due to the more ’relaxed’ rules of
Python. Java is strongly-typed in comparison to
Python; that is, the type of each variable must be
defined before use. Exceptions must be caught or
thrown in Java, whereas in Python it is optional (al-
though recommended) to catch possible exceptions,
and in addition, multiple exceptions can be caught
in the same statement (as in the example). Another
difference is that Java variables cannot be initialised
in a try statement, if they are to be accessed outside
that statement, unlike in Python. The new statement
of Java is not required in Python (due to automatic
memory allocation). An open file object in Python
corresponds to an InputStream in Java.

Looping over iterators using a for loop is slightly
different between the two languages. The ’for x
in iterator’ construction in Python is similar to
the ’for x : collection’ construction in Java 1.5
(referred to as a for-each loop). In both cases,
collectionmust have a method .iterator()which
returns an iterator over the elements of the collection.
In addition, in Java 1.5, collection must implement
the Iterable interface. This is not yet implemented
for IteratingMDLReader in the CDK. As a result, a
while loop is used for the Java version above.
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2. 2D and 3D viewers for Python

The next example, ‘viewmol.py’, implements two
classes for creating a 2D and a 3D viewer for a
molecule, respectively. ‘viewmol.py’ is available as
supplementary material [11]. The 2D viewer is based
on the MoleculeViewer2D application in the CDK
distribution. The 3D viewer uses the CDK/Jmol in-
terface to display the structure, as described in a re-
cent CDK News article [13]. A Jmol jar newer than
Jmol-10.0 is required (available from [14]), and its lo-
cation must be added to the CLASSPATH. Both classes
can be initialised either with a Molecule or with the
filename of a MDL file, as shown in the interactive
Jython session below.

>> from org.openscience.cdk import *
>> from org.openscience.cdk.io \

import MDLReader
>> mol=MDLReader(open("mymol.sd","r")) \

.read(Molecule())
>> from viewmol import *
>> ViewMol2D(mol)
>> firstview=ViewMol3D(mol)
>> secondview=ViewMol3D(file="anothermol.sd")
>> secondview.script("spacefill on; spin")

And now for something completely
different...

The examples shown here deal with accessing Java
classes from Jython. It’s also possible to access Jython
classes from Java, and even to access the Jython in-
terpreter from Java. A simple example of the latter is
given on the Jython web page [15]. This opens up the
possibility of embedding an interactive Jython inter-
preter into Java applications, which would allow on-
the-fly scripting of complex operations (for a Python
example, see PyMol at [16]).

Noel O’Boyle
University College Dublin, Ireland
noel.oboyle2@mail.dcu.ie
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The Blue Obelisk
Peter Murray-Rust

Background

The editor asked me to write a brief report on “The
Blue Obelisk”, a term I coined when some of us met
casually for a meal under the blue obelisks in San
Diego in 2005-03 at the ACS meeting. This report
took on a life of its own, and has explored issues of
Openness that unite many of the readers of this ar-
ticle. I was asked “is the Blue Obelisk a movement
or a group?” and the answer is whatever we make
of it; it does not have a leader or guru. At present it
feels like a movement, perhaps with some emerging
structure.

I also wrote the article thinking of those who
interact on a day-to-day basis in the development
of the projects listed later. But it goes beyond
purely “CDK” or “QSAR” and owes a debt to “The
Cathedral and the Bazaar” (Raymond, http://www.
opensource.org).

Briefly, for newcomers and those in the future,
there is a group of Open projects, mainly on Source-
Forge dealing with chemical systems. Many of them
have never met (which is why “Blue Obelisk”-like
meetings have such prominence). We use mod-
ern methods of Internet communication: Internet
Relay Chat (IRC), Wikis (collaborative web pages),
CVS (collaborative code development), communal
project management tools, workflows, Web Services,
etc.. We will probably embrace interactive video
through Access Grids and enhance them with chem-
istry. Project leaders earn their position in a merito-
cratic way; there may or may not be voting systems.
In a sentence it is the customisation for chemistry of
successful tools and social practices on the open In-
ternet.

Anyone can take part; we welcome those in com-
mercial organizations and there is no requirement to
be an Open Source hacker. What is prized are con-
tributions which help support the communal vision
(e.g. Raymond: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Homesteading_the_Noosphere, where types of gift
are discussed). Our approach is not incompatible
with commercial systems, though the preservation of
authors’ moral rights is taken very seriously.

There is a great deal to say, because times are
changing rapidly. In this article I try to capture
some of the vigour, rather than being comprehen-
sive. I am a strong supporter of Open publishing
and place as much of my output in our Institutional
repository (IR), at http://www.dspace.cam.ac.uk/
handle/1810/723, and some of the extended detail
and arguments can be found there. The IR approach
is new, but expanding rapidly and wherever possi-
ble we should try to expose and preserve our output.

Unfortunately most chemistry publishers require au-
thors to sign away their rights and forbid the reposi-
tion of articles.

Note: I have been asked to identify some
acronyms: most can be found in Wikipedia (http:
//en.wikipedia.org) and similar online resources.

The need for change

There are times when there is a sense of great change
- that things cannot continue as they are and we can’t
extrapolate. That’s my current feeling about scien-
tific informatics - our data, programs, way of work
and the social structures that support us. I catego-
rize them by the word “Open” , although after long
and useful emails with Richard Stallman I accept that
“Free” is more precise. He feels that “Open Source”
has been abused and diminishes the “Free”. How-
ever the license we use (GPL, LGPL, Artistic, BSD)
all fall under his “Free”. Perhaps, as he suggested,
the suffix “libre” conveys the true intent, but I’ll use
“Open” here. (Anything that could be Open, but is
not, is Closed.)

Long ago all scientific software was free. It was so
difficult to port that we didn’t bother about licenses
- you were delighted if some else could get it work-
ing on another machine. But the 1980’s saw the value
of chemical informatics and the need to productize it.
Much of this was meritorious, as it brought informat-
ics into the classroom and the research lab, but it also
had hidden costs, which we are now facing today.

The costs that I’m writing about here are non-
interoperability and centralized control of informat-
ics. Compare the practice of chemo-informatics with
bio-informatics and it becomes clear. In the lat-
ter you can get whatever data and programs you
want merely by downloading; in chemistry nothing.
This is not just an inconvenience, it’s holding science
back.

I identify 4 areas:

• Open Source. You can use other people’s code
without further permission, for whatever pur-
pose. You can change it.

• Open Access. You can read other scientists’
work without having to subscribe to a pub-
lisher. This access is indefinite. You can re-use
the information in the publication

• Open Standards. These are visible community
mechanisms which act as agreed protocols for
communicating information. The mechanisms
for creating and maintaining them cover a wide
spectrum of human organizations, including
various degrees consent. I have been heavily
influenced by the mantra of the IETF (Internet
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Engineering Task Force) “rough consensus and
running code”.

• Open Data. This is an under-used term which I
am resurrecting. It means that you can get the
all data in the public domain when you want
it and re-use it for whatever purpose. It is not
mandated by Open Access and has relevance
to Closed Access as well.

There is a strong sense of democracy and (also rel-
evant) meritocracy in these ideas. They address, in
part, the disparities within our planet and recognize
that any person has the ability to use and contribute
to science and should not be debarred from doing so.
Not all are essential for any endeavor, and I suspect
they are largely orthogonal, i.e. there are 24 combi-
nations!

The Substrates

The Internet is a breeding ground for memes which
flourish or decay in unpredictable ways. Some of the
Utopian visions of Internet chemistry we developed
in the 1990’s (journals, conferences, courses, collab-
oratories) broke exciting new ground but have had
little effect on the mainstream. But what it has done,
quietly and effectively, is to help small groups of like-
minded chemical informaticians find each other and
develop their ideas; email, IRC, Wikis, all the tech-
nology spawned by the commons is available.

The Internet has clearly revolutionized the cre-
ation and dissemination of information and the tools
to support these activities. Marshall McLuhan’s “the
medium is the message” is pervasive in a real sense.
HTML has influenced a high proportion of people on
the planet who now have limitless visions of the in-
formation society. The dominant themes are “how
can I get my message across to others?” , “where can
I find information I need?” and increasingly “how
can machines manage (some of) my information for
me”. This is very clear in bioinformatics where the
assumption is that if a research group has something
to contribute it is trivially downloadable.

Similarly in programming the Internet has
greatly increased the quality and power of sys-
tems available to scientists. Tim Berners-Lee’s vi-
sion (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/) of the Seman-
tic Web is driving the vision - machines should be
able to use the systems as well as humans, who
should be liberated from the details of compilation,
installation, navigation, portability and so on. The
Open Source movement, though predating the Web,
have thrived on it as its message and fruits are dis-
seminated. Through SourceForge (http://www.sf.
net), Apache (http://www.apache.org) and others
the quality of program systems and the components
has increased considerably.

The role of Standards has also become more vis-
ible. The major manufacturers now take for granted
that their Web systems must interoperate. One of
my greatest satisfactions is the universal adoption of
the SAX API, developed communally on the XML-
DEV mailing list in a record time (http://www.
saxproject.org/sax1-history.html). SAX had no
funding, no authority, but it was adopted because it
was needed and it worked. A truly Open Standard.

There is a welcome public shift towards “Open”.
Universities and funders are mandating Open Ac-
cess (and I hope to persuade them to mandate Open
Data). Funders now often require that programs are
Open Source and proposals are built on the availabil-
ity of the components. Programs such as the GRID
(http://www.gridforum.org/) and eScience (http:
//www.rcuk.ac.uk/escience/) are absolutely pred-
icated on Open Standards.

The Blue Obelisk

The Internet has thus brought together a group
of chemists/programmers/informaticians who find
themselves working together using collaborative
tools and sharing commonality of vision. They are
driven by wanting to do things better, but are frus-
trated with the Closed systems that chemists cur-
rently have to work with. And they express this
in code, data, algorithms, specifications, tutorials,
demonstrations, articles and anything that helps get
the message across.

It’s an enormous challenge. Unlike bioinformat-
ics it doesn’t directly attract funding though this is
starting to change. It doesn’t sell itself on ideas of
freedom but whether the community can be per-
suaded that it’s the right way forward. It would be
extremely arrogant to describe it as “the Linux move-
ment of chemistry” or “the IETF of chemistry” but it
gives an idea. To some extent we are aiming at “an
operating system for chemistry”.

There have been and are other Open Source
groups in chemistry, which we welcome. The spe-
cial flavor of our community (into which anyone
can be aggregated) is interoperability. We each aim
to solve part of the problem, not the whole. We
sometimes don’t know where we are going when we
start and have all spent many “Nightmares on Refac-
tory Street”. But we are all developing interoperable
“toolkits” rather than solutions, and this is a new de-
velopment in chemical software. (Some manufactur-
ers have created “toolkits” but they are not Openly
distributable and so cannot be integrated into most
applications.).

In doing this we have all had to give something
up. When I wrote the first XML browser, JUMBO,
(1996-) I had to do it all myself. Just AWT1.02: no
Swing, no DOM, no XMLParser, no Jmol, etc. And I
had to create enough of a system that people would
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take it seriously, tree-based editing, molecular dis-
play, etc. In Jumbo3 I was still writing most of this
myself, but then I realized that I could drop the
graphics in favor of Jmol. It wasn’t an easy decision
- I would have to throw away a lot of hard-written
code.

Figure 1: One of the 2 monuments after which the
initiative was named.

But I then realized that both of the groups would
gain. I would have a vehicle that would display CML
and Jmol would have an XML-based format. I have
now trained myself to be glad when I can throw my
code away! And I think that most others in the group
feel this way as well.

So we have worked as an extended community
for about 3-4 years including (alphabetical)

• CDK

• JChemPaint

• Jmol

• JOELib

• JUMBO

• NMRShiftDB

• Octet

• Openbabel

• QSAR

• WWMM

Note that we are identified by concept, rather than
as persons. It covers the spectrum of Open Source,
Open Standards and Open Data (but not Open Ac-
cess).

And by a happy chance it turned out that some
of us were going to the ACS 2005 Spring meeting
(one theme being Open Access). The arrangements
for meeting are discoverable on the SF mail archives
and the meeting itself was reported as

http://sf.net/mailarchive/forum.php?
thread_id=6808887\&forum_id=2178

including:

We can make of it what we like :-) I shall start

adding an obelisk logo of some sort to some of

our offerings. There is no commitment but I

think that by providing each other with web

services, jars, etc. we should provide a rich and

consistent approach.

There is no formal membership but it’s not

primarily a list of Open source chemistry - it’s

people working together on the Internet to make

sure their systems work together. - if anyone

else has Open resources that interoperate with

some of the above and provide complementary

functionality feel free to post to one of the

lists.

P.

this mail is re-usable under CreativeCommons

So we should think about adding Obelisk icons to
our software and pages...

The Future

This voyage is not about building a single system,
but about creating a culture in which components
arise in an organic manner. The good news is that the
projects mentioned are flourishing and public. Their
code is modern - it has to be. Their design mutates to
reflect the needs of chemistry. Each sells each other.
So Jmol gives the “Wow!” factor. By including it
in my systems it helps to get CML across to others;
many bio- and earth- scientists have never twiddled
a molecule before. At the other end, people want
XML for interoperability and this helps Jmol get into
areas where it might not otherwise be known.

Selling ourselves is very difficult. We have to

• be technically excellent in chemistry

• adopt best mainstream practice in computing
(JUnit, Schematron, etc.)

• look good visually

• be easy to use
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• do something useful

• save people effort

• be portable

• be easily maintainable and developable

and we have the consistent refrain from conventional
chemistry (which was also common at the start of
Open Source) “if it’s free it can’t be good”.

However there are things in our favor. Our val-
ues and approach are valued outside chemistry, such
as in bio- and earth sciences. Many organizations
(regulators, funders, archivers, etc.) value Open ap-
proaches because Closed systems have bitten them
in the past by having long term maintenance or cost
problems. Our approach maps well onto eScience so
that those wanting chemical applications will look to
us. An increasing number of publishers see the im-
portance of Openness in some areas and it’s easy to
build systems on our tools that others. Those who
want to replicate in silico experiments must have
Open availability of the components. I also think
Repositories will be strong allies.

Governance and conformance

Interoperability requires conformance to standards;
how is this possible in a virtual, innovative, un-
predictable community? It’s a natural line of at-
tack “leave this to standards bodies, learned or-
ganisations, and companies.” But in general this
hasn’t worked for informatics and although there
are a few signs of change (AnIML (http://animl.
sourceforge.net/), ThermoML (http://trc.nist.
gov/ThermoML.html), InChI (http://wwmm.ch.cam.
ac.uk/inchifaq)) progress is slow with very little
communal software or data. I’m attracted by the the-
ology and practice of TeX (http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/TeX): you may not change the spec, or
compromise its interpretation, but you can write
software and you can extend it. There are confor-
mance tools, TRIP and TRAP, to provide an unequiv-
ocal decision as to whether something is TeX.

I think we need the same approach for Blue
Obelisk. Our tools should firstly locate unnecessary
duplication in singleton resources. Examples would
be the periodic table and its properties, or dictio-
naries defining quantities. We should also be able
to detect whether one program can accept a given
input, which itself is the output of a previous pro-
gram. It should also be possible to announce what
actions it will take with given data. Henry Rzepa and
I are trying to devise a Schematron for XML/CML
which will detect whether a file is valid CML (XSD is
not powerful enough). By extension, this could de-
tect whether a given CML file was compliant with a
given subset of CML. If a program announces what
its requirements are then automated checking strate-
gies become possible. Approaches like this will take
us well beyond what is practised in current chemical
software.

P.S.

I am delighted to make the content of this freely re-
usable under the Free Document License (FDL). Such
approaches, along with Creative Commons and the
Declarations of Open Access will help to liberate sci-
entific data.

Peter Murray Rust
Unilever Cambridge Centre for Molecular Sciences Infor-
matics, University of Cambridge
pm286@cam.ac.uk

The Algorithm and the Implementation
The development of software for chemical and
biological applications has a number of pitfalls.
In this comment I focus on two aspects: bugs in
implementations, and, limitations of algorithms.
The first will always lead to problems, while
the second often leads to problems. This
article describes the different nature of these two
problems.

by Egon Willighagen

In this article I will briefly explain the differences be-
tween an algorithm and an implementation. The first
has bugs and the second has limitations. Both lead

to confusion among both users and developers. Two
recent events will examplify the things that can typi-
cally go wrong.

Recently, we created a new data class for storing
radical information: the SingleElectron class. Proper
JUnit tests were written for it, and the developers (in-
cluding me) were convinced that it was proper code.
A few weeks later a CDK user reported the problem
that adding hydrogens to radicals did not work [1].
What went wrong was that the HydrogenAdder was
written well before the SingleElectron class, and it
was not made aware of radicals. And why should it?
It was not intended for adding implicit hydrogens to
radicals.
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A much discussed second example is the
UniversalIsomorphismTester. Several bug reports
were filed for it, and a few problems were identi-
fied by a user who carefully studied the implemen-
tation’s behaviour and source code. It mostly fo-
cused around the fact that the list of maximal com-
mon substructures should be identical when mol1 is
compared to mol2 and when mol2 is compared to
mol1. This turned out not always to be the case.
Weeks later all problems were resolved, except for
one problem. One user found five common substruc-
tures for two given compounds, while another found
eight [2]. More research showed that aromaticity de-
tection was the problem, well outside the implemen-
tation of the UniversalIsomorphismTester.

Both examples show how easyly problem arise.
In this article I will address some of the issue that
take part in this complex situation.

The Algorithm

An algorithm defines how a problem is addressed.
A simple algorithm for counting the atoms in a
molecule can be described as:

1. put all atoms of the molecule in a set
2. remove one atom from the set and increase

the counter by one
3. repeat the previous step until the set

is empty

Nothing much that can go wrong there, or can it?
Sure it can. Users can misinterpret the description of
the algorithm, although this is unlikely in this sim-
ple example. In addition, users might not be aware
of assumptions the algorithm make. I hope everyone
noticed that the above algorithm assumes that the
counter was set to zero, before applying the above
steps.

In more complex algorithms, assumptions are of-
ten less clear. Typical assumptions of chemoinfor-
matics algorithms include:

• explicit hydrogens

• aromaticity is detected

• atoms have assigned atom types

• atoms have 2D coordinates

It is important to note that CDK in general does
not check that such assumptions are fulfilled, and re-
quires the users of the library to be aware of these
issues. And this has led to much confusion in the
past.

Another aspect of the problem with algorithms is
that they have limitations. For example, the Figueras
algorithm [3] (see ringsearch.FiguerasSSSRFinder)
describes how to find the smallest set of smallest
rings. However, this algorithm fails to find this set

for a number of molecules and has recently been
superseded by a more general algorithm [4] (see
ringsearch.SSSRFinder).

The Implementation

The implementation is a reformulation of an algo-
rithm in a specific programming language. When
the implementation is written, the author is required
to understand the algorithm in full detail, which is
not always possible, because descriptions of the al-
gorithm might omit details which is not uncommon
in the chemoinformatics literature. These details of-
ten include crucial assumptions. When these are un-
mentioned the situation can arise that the implemen-
tation gets used for problems for which it was not
written. The first example in the introduction is a
good example of this situation.

Another source of problems is programming lan-
guage specifics. A common mistake is in the follow-
ing Java implementation of the algorithm given in
pseudo code earlier:

Atom[] atoms = molecule.getAtoms();

int counter = 0;

for (int i=1; i<=atoms.length; i++) {

// count atoms one by one

Atom atom = atoms[i];

if (atom != null) {

counter++;

}

}

Yes, I know, this is not the most efficient imple-
mentation, but that’s another story. The point here
is, that the implementation looks reasonable, but is
incorrect nevertheless.

(Solution: the i should start at 0 and go up to, excluding, atoms.length.)

The CDK Project

The most important task of the CDK Project is to
ensure that the source code of the CDK library is
written such that users know which algorithms are
provided including its limitations and assumptions,
and that the implementations do not contain errors.
While the first is already difficult, software engineer-
ing practice of the last two decades has shown that
the latter is almost impossible.

However, one might propose that if someone de-
fines an algorithm by implementing it in some pro-
gramming language, this implementation is an exact
copy of the algorithm, and that no hidden assump-
tions were made because the author knows the algo-
rithm in detail.

Unfortunately, while this might hold for a single
original program, it does not hold for a library of im-
plementations designed for a long term use. In the
latter case, software maintenance is almost a daily
job. Patches that remove a recently found bug, or
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improve the performance of the algorithm, or other-
wise, could break functionality in some part of the
library. This is as common as having to reboot your
computer when installing a user friendly windows
package.

Thus, every time patches are applied, the algo-
rithm and the implementation need to be understood
in full detail again, including all assumptions and
limitations. Fortunately, there are many tools to help
us address these problems:

• JavaDoc and DocCheck

• PMD

• JUnit

• CVS

• Source code style

• A large and involved user base

Starting with this issue of CDK News, I will be
writing a new series dealing with these problems:
Development Tools. It will describe tools that help

us write rock solid implementations with excellent
documentation clarifying all assumption important
for understanding and using the implementations.

Egon Willighagen
Radboud University Nijmegen
e.willighagen@science.ru.nl
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Development Tools. 1. Unit testing
This is the first article in a series describing
development tools used to develop and maintain
the CDK. Unit testing is an important tool: it
ensures that functionality does not get broken
when improvements are made.

Egon Willighagen

Consider the following situation: an implementa-
tion for some algorithm is written for the CDK
as a library. The implementation acts on the
AtomContainer class, but after about a year the API
of the AtomContainer is improved considerably, and
the implementation needs to be updated.

How, then, can we ensure that we update this
implementation without breaking functionality? Of
course, we can try carefully to understand the imple-
mentation by reading the JavaDoc and cited litera-
ture. And we should. This does not mean, however,
that we will not make mistakes. And history teaches
us that we do. So, what can be done to improve this
situation?

Unit testing

Unit testing is a concept originating from extreme
programming (XP) [1]. XP develops software in this
way: a general interfaces is specified and two devel-

opers work together to implement it; one developer
writes the implementation itself and the other writes
the unit tests without having access to the real imple-
mentation. He has only access to the interface agreed
upon.

This concept reduces the chance that hidden as-
sumptions are taken into account. As the second de-
veloper only has access to the interface and its doc-
umentation, he cannot assume anything other than
that. The resulting tests will thus test the algorithmic
interface, and not the implementation.

More specifically, XP requires the unit tests to be
written first!

Derived from this concept are also the steps that
need to be taken when bugs are to be fixed. Before
attempting to fix a bug, a unit test should be written
that confirms the bug: the test should fail. This en-
sures that it is clear what the problem is. Then, and
only then, the bug is fixed, and the test is run again,
intending it to succeed this time.

JUnit

The platform that CDK uses for unit testing is JUnit
[2]. It has a clear API and excellent integration with
CDK’s build system and many integrated develop-
ment environments like Eclipse and jEdit. The rest of
this article will show how JUnit testing is used in the
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CDK.
After the source code is compiled, the JUnit tests

can be run by typing ant test. This will run the
non-interactive, automated tests, and gives output
like:

test:

[junit] Running org.openscience.cdk.

test.CDKTests

[junit] Tests run: 1025, Failures: 5,

Errors: 2,

[junit] Time elapsed: 9.63 sec

[junit] TEST org.openscience.cdk.test.

CDKTests FAILED

Individual tests can be done with the run-test tar-
get. The command ant -Dtestclass=ringsearch.-
RingSearchTest run-test, for example, will
run the test RingSearchTest in the package
org.openscience.cdk.ringsearch. It will run
it within the JUnit environment giving output
as given above. Detailed output about the
run will, for the given example, be saved in
‘cdk/reports/results.ringsearch.RingSearchTest.txt’.

There are also interactive tests, like the
Controller2DTest. In order to run them as
stand-alone Java program, you should run ant
-Drunclass=someClass run. This target will at-
tempt to run the test using its main() method and
will fail when no such method is provided.

Writing JUnit Tests

I have already mentioned that CDK uses JUnit.
The class org.openscience.cdk.test.CDKTests runs
all the tests at once. It does so by making a test suite
of all individual test classes. JUnit makes writing and
running tests quite easy and it is integrated with Ant,
so Ant can run automatic unit tests with JUnit, as we
have seen earlier.

Just an example: if you want to test a partic-
ular class, say RingFinder, or another part of the
CDK, then you write a test class which extends
junit.framework.TestCase.

public class RingSearchTest extends CDKTestCase {

// ...

}

TestCase provides a method setUp() which is
called before any of the tests and allows you to
setup things you need in all tests. For example, the
cdk.ringsearch.SSSRFinder:

public void setUp() throws Exception {

// instantiate the global variable

sssrf = new SSSRFinder();

}

JUnit automatically finds, by introspection,
all methods in your RingSearchTest class which
method name starts with test and runs them. A test
is successfull if the assert() method in it returns a

boolean true. In the RingSearchTest, e.g., I run an
SSSR search on α-pinene. I know that the correct size
of the Smallest Set of Smallest Rings is two, so my
test method reads:

public void testAlphaPinene() {

ringSet = sssrf.findSSSR(

MoleculeFactory.getAlphaPinene()

);

assertEquals(2, ringSet.size());

}

It is interesting to note that the method
testAlphaPinene() does not return anything. Junit
uses Java exceptions to signal failed tests instead. For
example, when three rings are found, the assert()
method would throw a AssertionFailed exception
which would be caught by the JUnit test framework
running all tests.

It is of course not always that easy to evalu-
ate the successful completion of a test, especially
in cases of graphical output. In the case of the
StructureDiagramGenerator I pass true to the assert
method if no exception has occured during the lay-
out. Interactive testing and visual inspection is still
required.

In many cases it is usefull to carefully pick the
assert() method of choice. The following methods
are available [3]:

Method Type
assertTrue(value) boolean
assertFalse(value) boolean
assertNull(object) Object
assertNotNull(object) Object
assertEquals(excepted, found) int
assertNotSame(excepted, found) int
assertEquals(excepted, found, error) double
assertNotSame(excepted, found, error) double
assertEquals(excepted, found) String
assertNotSame(excepted, found) String
assertEquals(excepted, found) Object
assertNotSame(excepted, found) Object

Some examples

The first example shows the usefulness of
assertTrue():

public void testContains() {

Atom c = new Atom("C");

Atom o = new Atom("O");

Association association =

new Association(c, o);

assertTrue(association.contains(c));

assertTrue(association.contains(o));

}

And, combined with instanceof:
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public void testClone() {

AtomContainer molecule = new AtomContainer();

Object clone = molecule.clone();

assertTrue(clone instanceof AtomContainer);

}

AssertTrue can be misused, too. The following
code was in CVS at the time I wrote this article:

public void testToString() {

Atom atom = new Atom("C");

String description = atom.toString();

for (int i=0; i< description.length(); i++) {

assertTrue(description.charAt(i) != ’\n’);

assertTrue(description.charAt(i) != ’\r’);

}

}

It should better be written as:

for (int i=0; i< description.length(); i++) {

assertNotSame(’\n’, description.charAt(i));

assertNotSame(’\r’, description.charAt(i));

}

The assertNull() method is very useful in test-
ing, as shown in the next example:

public void testHasMoreElements() {

AtomContainer ac = new AtomContainer();

ac.addAtom(new Atom("C"));

ac.addAtom(new Atom("C"));

ac.addAtom(new Atom("C"));

AtomEnumeration enum = (AtomEnum)ac.atoms();

assertTrue(enum.hasMoreElements());

Atom a1 = (Atom)enum.nextElement();

assertNotNull(a1);

assertTrue(enum.hasMoreElements());

Atom a2 = (Atom)enum.nextElement();

assertNotNull(a2);

assertTrue(enum.hasMoreElements());

Atom a3 = (Atom)enum.nextElement();

assertNotNull(a3);

assertFalse(enum.hasMoreElements());

assertNull(enum.nextElement());

}

For most natives and common Objects there are
assertEquals() methods. Here are a few examples:

// int

assertEquals(4, container.getAtomCount());

// doubles with an error margin

assertEquals(1.0, acetone.getBondAt(2)

.getOrder(), 0.00001);

// String

assertEquals("C", atomType.getSymbol());

// Objects, using the equals() method

Point2d point2d = new Point2d(1.0, 2.0);

assertEquals(point2d, atom.getPoint2d());

TestSuites
Finally, the CDKTests class is supposed to be a host
for all the single TestCases that we write:

public class CDKTests {

static MoleculeListViewer

moleculeListViewer = null;

public static void main (String[] args) {

moleculeListViewer =

new MoleculeListViewer();

junit.textui.TestRunner.run(suite());

}

public static Test suite( ) {

TestSuite suite =

new TestSuite("All CDK Tests");

suite.addTest(RingSearchTest.suite());

suite.addTest(

ConnectivityCheckerTest.suite()

);

suite.addTest(

StructureDiagramGeneratorTest.suite()

);

return suite;

}

}

It creates a new TestSuite and then adds all the
single tests and runs them, evaluating the result and
printing a small summary. It is the goal to move all
the tests to this framework so that one only has to
run the CDKTests class.

Writing CDK JUnit tests

There are a few implicit policies in CDK on
JUnit tests, for example, dealing with the
class and package naming. If a class is in
the package org.openscience.cdk.x then the
test class is required to be in the package
org.openscience.cdk.test.x. In addition, if
the class name is Y, then the test class name
is required to be YTest. For example, the test
class for the class org.openscience.cdk.Atom is
org.openscience.cdk.test.AtomTest.

Another naming scheme applies to test methods
for the classes in the stable modules - data and core
at the time of writing. If a method is has the API
someX(Y1 bla, Y2 bla2), then the test method in
the test class is required to be named testSomeX_-
Y1_Y2(). The cdk.test.CoverageTest make use of
this. Subclasses of this class use Java introspection to
see if all class methods in a stable module are tested.

Putting all together, the overall procedure of writ-
ing CDK JUnit tests look like:

• write a test class that extends CDKTestCase us-
ing the required naming scheme

• write the test methods using the required nam-
ing scheme including one or more assert
methods
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• include the new test class in one of the existing
TestSuites

Conclusion

JUnit testing has shown to be of great value to the
CDK Project in the past, and is an excellent tool for
bugfixing, refactoring and regression testing in gen-
eral. The current test count is over 1000 tests, but
still only a minor fraction of the CDK is currently
fully tested, and many more tests need to be writ-
ten. At the time of writing, CDK contains 639 classes
with 4860 methods and there are 224 test classes with
1707 test functions [4]. These test classes include the
TestSuites and the test functions include tests for
specific bugs. It is possible to do much better cov-
erage testing to see what functionality is tested and
what is not, but that’s a topic for a future article. The
curious are refered to the cdk.test.CoverageTest class
and its subclasses.

Further Information

Readers are generally refered to CDK’s Developers’
Guide [5].

Egon Willighagen
Radboud University Nijmegen
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CDK ChangeLog
“CDK ChangeLog” is a series summarizing the
changes in the CDK library since the previous
newsletter.

by Christoph Steinbeck

The CDK has seen an enormous increase in attention
by both long-established and new developers since
the past release. One of the major recent events has
been a JChemPaint hacking workshop [?] at Cologne
University Bioinformatics Center (CUBIC) targeting
the re-integration of JChemPaint into the CDK source
tree. This move was motivated by a desire to make
the JChemPaint development and debugging pro-
cess easier. It was further facilitated by most of
the JChemPaint source code being part of the CDK
anyway. As a result, JChemPaint can now be built
from within the CDK source tree using the ‘build-
jchempaint.xml’ build file.

The main JChemPaint application has been
largely revamped. It now comes in three customiz-
able flavors, an application, an applet and an embed-
ded component. The applet has been significantly re-
duced in size. Since we are still in the process of fin-
ishing the many refactoring threads started during
the JChemPaint hacking workshop, the documenta-

tion of all changes will likely have to wait until issue
2.3 of the CDK News.

Coinciding with those JChemPaint advance-
ments numerous significant CDK bugs have been
fixed, some major ones affecting the FingerPrinter
and the UniversalIsomorphismTester. These
changes will be reported in detail in the next CDK
News issue, following a new release of CDK.

After a long period of intense dedication for the
development and maintenance of CDK, Egon Wil-
lighagen now requires more time for his actual scien-
tific work and has handed the CDK release manage-
ment back to Christoph Steinbeck, who will be doing
the job for the foreseeable future. In the course of this
change, it has been decided to stretch the time span
between releases to about 3 to 4 month in order to
relieve the burden on the release manager. We found
that most CDK developers and advanced users will
be perfectly fine with the CVS version for the time
between releases.

Christoph Steinbeck,
Cologne University Bioinformatics Center (CUBIC),
Zülpicher Str. 47, 50674 Köln, Germany
c.steinbeck@uni-koeln.de
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Literature
“Literature” is a recurring column describing
recently published articles that have in some way
to do with the CDK.

by Egon Willighagen

This issue of “Literature” describes five articles.
Three involve open data and open source in general,
and the two others describe bioinformatics research
in which the CDK was used.

Open Data

In the Jan/Feb issue of the Journal of Chemical Infor-
mation and Modeling, formerly the Journal of Chem-
ical Information and Computer Sciences, an article
was published about the free database termed ZINC
[1]. The authors prepared a library of over 3 mil-
lion purchasable compounds for further utilization
in virtual screening. These compounds have under-
gone some preprocessing like protonation state as-
signment, rotamer and tautomer calculation and 3D
coordinate assignment.

Pathway Analyses

There is a growing use of the CDK in bioin-
formatics. An article by Rahman et al. dis-
cusses the Pathway Hunter Tool (PHT) developed
at CUBIC, which allows mining metabolic path-
way databases by looking for the shortest paths be-
tween two given metabolites [2]. PHT is accessi-
ble at http://www.pht.uni-koeln.de/. The CDK
cdk.fingerprint.FingerPrinter and the Tanimoto dis-
tance measure were used to compare metabolite sim-
ilarities.

Enzyme Evolution

Nobeli et al. analyzed the diversity and evo-
lution of E. coli proteins from a ligand point of
view [3]. Like the PHT, this article use the
cdk.fingerprint.FingerPrinter and the Tanimoto dis-
tance measure to calculate ligand similarities to be
compared with the respective protein similarities.
It was found that only a few protein superfamilies
show great ligand diversity and that most families
exhibit conservation of at least part of the structural
scaffold of the ligands.

Open Source Chemoinformatics

The February issue of Drug Discovery Today con-
tains two opinion articles on Open Source [4, 5]. One
article is written by DeLano, the author of the open
source PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/). The sec-
ond article is written by Stahl of OpenEye (http:
//www.eyesopen.com/) which released OELib with
GPL on which JOELib (http://joelib.sf.net/) is
based. Later, OpenEye made OELib proprietary soft-
ware again before starting to address design flaws in
the library, and it is now sold as OEChem [6].

Both articles make interesting reading material.
DeLano concludes that open source in chemoinfor-
matics is here to stay, but Stahl is more reserved. To
him, open source can be a very positive thing, but the
choice has to be made with care.

Egon Willighagen
Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands
e.willighagen@science.ru.nl
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Frequently asked Questions
"Frequently asked Questions" is a series
in the CDK newsletter. It is compiled
of selected questions and answers that are
taken from the CDK user mailing list
(cdk-user@lists.sourceforge.net). Additionally,
the author considers questions that are of general
interest for CDK users. All credits for the expert
answers go to the helpful developers and users
who are contributing to the user mailing list.

by Uli Fechner

The current JAR package of CDK is com-
piled with an earlier Java release than
Java5. Is it possible to generate Java5 byte-
code of projects that use CDK as a library?

Recently, support of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
1.3 was dropped as no one seems to employ this
older JVM anymore. The CDK JAR package on
sourceforge.net is compiled with Java 1.4. It is pos-
sible to write Java programs that use the Java 1.4
bytecode CDK classes and compile these programs
as Java5 bytecode provided that a JVM release 5 is
used. Apparently, such programs cannot be run on a
Java 1.4 virtual machine.

Does CDK run on any of the open-source
JVM implementations? Is it possible to
compile the CDK sources with a free Java
Development Kit (JDK)?

Currently, open-source JVMs like Kaffe [1] or
SableVM [2] are not officially supported. Running
CDK with any open-source JVM should work fine
in principle. The GNU Classpath project [3], an
open-source implementation of the Java core class li-
braries, lacks the SWING classes. But this can be con-
sidered a minor problem as only a few GUI classes of
CDK depend on SWING. However, compiling CDK
with an open-source JDK like the GNU Compiler for
Java [4] is more difficult as the full build process of
CDK requires JavaDoc. At the moment, there is no
viable open-source alternative to JavaDoc. To ad-
dress this problem, source releases comprise a bunch
of files with the extensions javafiles and classes in the
src directory. Even though this might be regarded as
"cheating", these files make the JavaDoc step obso-

lete.

What exactly is the difference between the
adjacency matrix and the distance matrix
of a molecule? And is there an easy way to
calculate both of them using CDK?

The n × n adjacency matrix of a molecule with n
atoms contains a one at each non-diagonal position
ai j where the atoms ai and a j of the molecule share a
bond. All diagonal entries aii are zero. The adjacency
matrix can be used to query an atom for its neigh-
bors. The n × n distance matrix of a molecule with
n atoms contains at each position ai j the number of
bonds along the shortest path between ai and a j. As
in case of the adjacency matrix all diagonal entries
aii are zero. The distance matrix stores shortest path
lengths of all atom pairs in a molecule and is of inter-
est when calculating certain topological descriptors
like, for example, the Wiener Index.

The adjacency matrix of an AtomContainer
named container can be calculated simply as
adjMatrix = AdjacencyMatrix.getMatrix(con-
tainer). The return value is a two-dimensional in-
teger array (int[][]). The AdjacencyMatrix lives
in org.openscience.cdk.graph.matrix. Having com-
puted the adjacency matrix calculation of the dis-
tance matrix should not be an unsurmountable ob-
stacle. A call to computeFloydAPSP(adjMatrix) in
org.openscience.cdk.graph.PathTools with the ad-
jacency matrix as an argument yields the distance
matrix of the AtomContainer container.

Uli Fechner
Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany
u.fechner@chemie.uni-frankfurt.de
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Call for Registration: The CDK 5th
Anniversary Workshop
The Chemistry Development Kit turns 5 at the end
of September 2005. We are going to celebrate this
event with a 4 day workshop

by Christoph Steinbeck

The Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) was
founded on 27 September 2000, when Christoph
Steinbeck and Egon Willighagen visited Dan Gezel-
ter at the University of Notre Dame near Chicago.
The three had a brainstorm session on the general
design of the core data classes, for which the skele-
ton was then implemented by Chris on his flight
home to Germany. Today, almost five years later, the
CDK has evolved into an international 30-member
open source chemoinformatics projects with grow-
ing public awareness.

We are going to celebrate CDK’s fifth birthday
with a CDK workshop at Cologne University Bioin-
formatics Center (CUBIC) from October 10th to 15th.
The most important goal of this workshop is to unite
as many CDK developers and users in Cologne as
possible, to socialize and have fun. Clearly, some
work will also have to be done, so here are some
items to work on:

• A five-year plan for the further development of
the CDK. Here, we have to discuss questions
like:

– Does the current CDK design scale?
– Are large refactoring efforts needed to

make CDK more competitive?
– Which functionality do we need to imple-

ment to attract new users?

• Blue Obelisk [1] issues: Identify other open
source chemistry projects with which we need

to interoperate. If interoperatbility is already
working, document it.

• A debugging session should work on fixing
known CDK bugs.

• A RFE implementation session, where we
get as many requested enhancements imple-
mented as possible.

• A hands-on intra-workshop workshop for
things we always wanted to know but never
dared to ask.

• There is also room for projects suggested by the
participants. Suggestions will be collected until
about a week before the workshop.

The event will take place at Cologne University
Bioinformatics Center (CUBIC) and will be orga-
nized by the CUBIC junior research group. Partic-
ipation is of course free of charge, but participants
will have to arrange for their accomodation and liv-
ing costs. CUBIC staff will of course be happy to
assist you with finding an accomodation suited for
your budget. Please register for the workshop by
email to c.steinbeck@uni-koeln.de.

Christoph Steinbeck,
Cologne University Bioinformatics Center (CUBIC),
Zülpicher Str. 47, 50674 Köln, Germany
c.steinbeck@uni-koeln.de
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Communication: An Information System
for Proteochemometrics
Ola Spjuth, Martin Eklund, and Jarl E.S. Wikberg

Introduction

Proteochemometrics is a new QSAR-related bioinfor-
matics/chemoinformatics technology with the capa-
bility to give general insights to molecular recogni-
tion processes. It has been proven successful in ratio-

nal drug design, protein engineering and functional
genomics mappings [1, 2].

Proteochemometric models are multivariate re-
gression or machine learning models that predict
binding affinity for combinations of ligands and tar-
gets, based on interaction measurements. By calcu-
lating molecular descriptors of e.g. small molecules
and proteins, proteochemometrics yields a single
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model able to predict binding affinity for not only
new small molecules, but also for changes in protein
sequence/structure (figure 1).

Here we describe the development of a high-
throughput integrated information and analysis
system for proteochemometric modelling that can
be used as an expert system aiding study of pro-
tein/chemical interactions with the goal of drug de-
sign. By integrating bioinformatics with chemoin-
formatics, our system will also be able to model
other types of interactions such as protein-protein
and protein-DNA/RNA interactions.

Example of workflow

A typical workflow for a proteochemometric anal-
ysis is shown in Figure 1. Molecules are imported
into the information system and stored as CML
in a relational database (RDB). Interaction between
molecules are defined, and a data set of interactions
is set up. Sequences are aligned and descriptors
for both molecules and proteins are calculated, after
which machine learning methods are used to build
a proteochemometric model. After validation, se-
quences can be annotated based on predictive influ-
ence and visualized.

Components

The following software components were used in the
system:

Eclipse RCP [3] GUI platform
CDK Chemoinformatic framework
JChemPaint 2D molecular editor
Jmol 3D molecular visualization
JFreeChart [4] Chart generation
Hibernate [5] Middleware for OO-RDB mapping
ClustalW [6] Multiple sequence alignment

We are investigating BioJAVA and BioSQL for se-
quence management and annotation, but are cur-
rently using our own implementation.

Why CDK

Our implementation relies on CDK for such tasks
as I/O of molecules, CML-generation, as well as
descriptor- and forcefield calculations. We chose
CDK over Joelib [7] and JChem [8] because of its
many features, active development, and close con-
nection with Jmol and JChemPaint. We are very
impressed with CDK’s rapid improvement and new
features, and have benefited greatly from the devel-
opers willingness to help. Without too much trou-
ble we could build a working information system for

molecule I/O, 2D editing and 3D-visualization (Fig-
ure 2), leaving us more time to focus on the specific
challenges of proteochemometric modelling.

Figure 1: Example of workflow.

Current Status

The system currently supports molecule I/O,
database storage, interaction and data set manage-
ment, as well as simple proteochemometric analysis
in an integrated graphical interface. Since the project
is in an early development phase, we have not yet
decided on neither a name nor licensing terms. More
information regarding these issues and code avail-
ability will be publsihed in a suitable journal later
and advertised here in CDK News.

Future directions

Some future directions include (but are not limited
to):

• Scripting language for large, custom work-
flows

• Distributed computing and storage

• Massive virtual screenings on clusters/GRIDs

• Expert system to aid drug design

• Other types of interactions
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Figure 2: Screenshot from the prototype showing viagra [9].

Ola Spjuth, Martin Eklund and Jarl E.S. Wikberg
Department of Pharmaceutical Biosciences
Uppsala University
SE 751 24 Uppsala, Sweden
ola.spjuth@farmbio.uu.se
martin.eklund@farmbio.uu.se
jarl.wikberg@farmbio.uu.se
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